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Abstract: This paper tells the basic and virtual 

strategies and framework that gives individuals 

the help from their mental issues and stress 

which they experience. The principle point is to 

give some constructive data by offering 

responses in exchange or expression so 

individuals can think and take their troubles in a 

constructive manner and attempt to make an 

idealistic encompassing and the point of 

accomplishing the mental weight free individual 

is satisfied. Here and there, individuals with a 

negative weight can't communicate their 

sentiments to other people and discover no real 

way to get themselves out. In this paper, we'll be 

introducing an Artificial Intelligence based 

conversational stage which is named as "Animo", 

whose design is to carry on like a companion 

which will at that point help the individuals by 

empowering them and managing them to put all 

their negative sentiments out. Chatbots, which 

are an interface for discussion, portrays another 

manner by which teenagers associates with PC 

frameworks. The chatbot is planned in such a 

manner thus, that the juvenile associating with it 

can pose inquiries from it which is very like an 

individual posing inquiry to some other 

individual. The chatbot depends on innovations 

like RNN and customer server design.  

1. Introduction:  

Chat bots goes about as a help which is intended 

to make a basic and clear discussion between a 

human and the PC framework. A talk bot is a 

product that utilizes man-made brainpower (AI) 

that can banter (or visit) with a client in 

characteristic language by means of virtual talk 

rooms, sites, versatile applications and informing 

applications or through the phone. They are 

viewed as one the most developing stage for 

having a discussion. It speaks to an essential 

inquiry answer conspire in characteristic 

language. Characteristic language handling just 

alludes. Chatbots helps in improving human 

communications. Independent of being a 

magnificent stage, a significant job is played by 

human by mediating in it, to prepare the model 

in order to make it mistake free and design it 

appropriately. There are sure essentials which 

are required being developed of any model, same 

is on account of chatbot. Accordingly, the 

essential necessities of chatbot planning can be 

expressed as:  

1. Investigation of client necessities  

2. Result  

Investigation of User Requirement: It is the 

main undertaking that is performed by chatbot. 

In this progression, the necessities of the client 

are recognized by the chatbot and the 

expectations of the client are distinguished with 

the goal that precise information can be 

extricated as needs be. Hence, it is the most 

urgent and essential advance of the chatbot in 

such a case that we can't recognize the client 

prerequisites appropriately then the specific 

information won't be extricated.  

Result: Once the aims and necessities of the 

client are effectively distinguished then the 

inquiries of the client can be addressed 
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appropriately. The appropriate responses given 

by the chatbot can be as:  

• A general book.  

• A book which is gotten by the database.  

• In type of a diary.  

• In type of an exchange.  

In this manner, based on client's solicitation, the 

chatbot responds to the inquiry. In the 

advancement of the chatbot, numerous new 

advances and apparatuses can be made into 

utilization, For acquiring the required respones, 

different innovations are melded to be specific, 

Artificial Intelligence, comprehension of the 

semantics, common language preparing and AI 

are the most proper choices.  

1.1 Literature Survey 

There are two explanations behind the quickly 

expanding enthusiasm for the improvement of 

chatbots. The primary explanation can be 

expressed as the need of having a discussion 

through informing which has grown a ton in 

recent years. A portion of the inclining 

applications are Facebook Messenger, 

WhatsApp, WeChat and Line. The subsequent 

explanation is the progressing and advancing 

advances, for example, Artificial Intelligence 

Techniques which are intertwined with AI and 

profound learning strategies to give a superior 

comprehension. Through these strategies a lot of 

information can be gathered and put away and 

when execution of questions is done dependent 

on these methods then a vastly improved 

outcome is created when contrasted with human 

brain execution.  

Some current chatbots are:  

ELIZABOT: Elizabot is one of the very notable 

chatbots. It was made at MIT Lab in 1966 and the 

aim with which it was made was to show the 

characteristic discussion between a man and a 

PC machine. So as to proceed with the 

discussion. The procedures utilized by it are 

rule-based and has database through which it 

reacts to the inquiries of patients by a strategy 

called watchword coordinating. These layouts 

are controlled by the model to give reaction in 

type of string. Elizabot persuaded individuals 

and helped patients experiencing mental issues. 

Be that as it may, Elizabot couldn't treat 

individuals the manner in which a real human 

advisor did. The significant deficiency of Elizabot 

is that it consistently keeps the patient occupied 

with the continuous discussion however it can't 

adjust new words or discourses.  

AMAZON LEX: Amazon Lex is an AWS 

administration that gives an interface to having a 

correspondence. Amazon created it. The 

capacities it utilizes are Natural Language 

handling and comprehension in addition to it 

perceives the discourse for furnishing the clients 

better encounters with practically genuine 

connections through discussions. The significant 

inadequacy of the of Amazon Lex is its failure to 

work just in English language and in no other 

language. Additionally, the database creation is 

run of the mill and the mapping of information 

from database is very basic.  

CHATSCRIPT: ChatScript is a sort of business 

chatbot. Its working depends on the example 

coordinating. It goes about as a Natural Language 

Processor and is additionally occupied with 

discourse discussion. It is a standard based 

framework that conjures numerous capacities, 

for example, API capacities. A standard is 

comprised of a sort, name, example and yield. 

Because of its powerful documentation, its usage 
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is very troublesome. The significant weakness of 

CharScript is that its learning can't be effortlessly 

done and there are no facilitating 

administrations. It's site page usage is likewise 

exceptionally run of the mill.  

IBM WATSON: Watson is a misleadingly 

insightful standard based chatbot which was 

created by IBM's DeepQA venture. It's goal was 

the getting of data and a framework whose 

object is to perform Natural Language Processing 

and AI strategy. It utilizes an assortment of 

systems for investigating, distinguishing and 

relegating highlights and qualities, for example, 

names, dates, geographic areas or some other 

added substance elements which are required to 

produce the reactions. It can process messages 

and can perform complex investigation on 

tremendous measure of unstructured 

information and handle an extraordinary heap of 

information. Alongside the favorable 

circumstances comes the burdens as well, hence 

the weakness of this chatbot is that it has no 

database, the expense of its support is 

excessively high, it doesn't cover little 

associations and time taken by it is exceptionally 

long and a lot of endeavors are expected to make 

it work completely and accurately.  

CLEVERBOT: Cleverbot is a sort of amusement 

chatbot which is a standard based chatbot which 

utilizes Artificial Intelligence procedures to take 

part in a discussion with the people. The 

explanation of its advancement is the assortment 

of tremendous measure of information and the 

information gathered is about the trading of 

discussion done between the human and the bot. 

Cleverbot inclines from its past encounters from 

what the clients had given as a criticism to it and 

with this learning and information it discovers 

that how it will react to more up to date 

discussions. To make the discussion all the more 

genuine, the chatbot has it own Human Avatar so 

the human feelings can be identified with it. 

Cleverbot uses such trend setting innovation 

with the end goal that it not just comprehends 

the verbal and content based associations yet 

additionally the demeanors communicated by 

the appearances and the developments made by 

the individual to make the discussion all the 

more genuine and confirmed. It is an unseemly 

application for the utilization of youngsters and 

it can't speak excessively long. 

CHATFUEL: Chatfuel is a standard based chatbot 

that encourages an interface which is easy to 

understand and has a simplified component. It 

maps contribution to its comparing yield 

utilizing computerized reasoning strategies. The 

exhibition of the chatbot can be seen by the 

clients viably. It additionally includes a mix for 

example JSon reconciliation which is 

exceptionally useful for amall associations. The 

downside of Chatfuel is that it doesn't bolster all 

the dialects and its discussion procedure isn't so 

adaptable. It's record work is extremely poor 

and arrangement is very befuddling.  

ALICE: It is the chatbot from which significantly 

different chatbots were created and propelled. It 

was probably the most punctual bot that went 

online too early. It's complete name is ALICE – 

Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity. 

The ALICE chatbot had an old coding base 

however it is extremely precise and powerful in 

giving its outcomes to discussions done. Since, 

nothing is flawless in this world as are bots. 

ALICE, is very more seasoned bot and once in a 

while it returns blended and befuddled answers 

of numerous inquiries. For every one of its 

downsides, none of the present chatbots would 

have been conceivable without the pivotal work 

of Dr. Wallace. Additionally, Wallace's bot filled 

in as the motivation for the buddy working 
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framework in Spike Jonze's 2013 sci-fi sentiment 

film, Her.  

2. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The proposed model of our chatbot is a customer 

server based android application. Front end will 

be served utilizing an android application and 

the bot will figure out how to react on the server.  

 

Fig.1 Client-server architecture 

 2.1 Android Application  

The primary focal point of this application is to 

gather the contribution from the clients and 

thinking of the comparing answers and thus 

showing them. If there should arise an 

occurrence of no login qualifications accessible, 

the client should information exchange or the 

route to the login page will be required. The 

subtleties would comprise of the name of the 

client, its contact number and email address. To 

address the individual during the discussion, the 

bot will utilize the name gave it in subtleties. 

Contact number and email address are the 

qualifications that will be utilized for security 

and validation reason.  

 

Fig 2. ChatScreen 

The bot will react as per the disposition of the 

client. On fruitful login, a visit window will show 

up. A welcome message will be shown from the 

bot's side to demonstrate that it is dynamic. An 

agreeable discussion should then be possible 

between the client and the bot.  

 2.2 Server  

The genuine handling of information happens on 

the server. The information sources that is taken 

from the client is sent to the server for preparing 

utilizing the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) 

and the yield is created. A Recurrent Neural 

Network is a profound learning model explicitly 

used to deal with the successions. The duty of an 

inward state is to think about and legitimate 

treatment of reliance between progressive data 

sources. Given that its properties are given, this 

model is generally appropriate for various NLP 

errands, and precisely in the content age setting 

it tends to be investigated utilizing fundamental 

ideas of Tensorflow and Theano and afterward 

moving to Keras for preparing the last model. 
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For our chatbot, a grouping to succession 

(Seq2Seq) model of RNN will be utilized. 

Grouping to succession (Seq2Seq) model 

comprises of 2 principle segments, an encoder 

RNN and a decoder RNN. The encoder's 

assignment is to epitomize the data of the info 

content into a fixed portrayal. The decoder's 

assignment is to take that portrayal, and create a 

variable length message that best reacts to it.  

 

Fig 3. Encoder and Decoder 

RNN(Recurrent Neural Network) contains many 

concealed state vectors, wherein each state 

speaks to the data present in past advances. The 

exact portrayal of the entire content wich is an 

information is given by the last concealed state 

vector of the RNN encoder. At that point comes 

the decoder which is another RNN, which takes 

in the last concealed state vector of the encoder, 

for foreseeing the answer.  

 

 

 

 

2.3 Architecture Diagram  

 

Fig 4 Architecture of the chatbot 

The fundamental structure of chatbot is very 

similar to the structure of arrangement to 

sequence(seq2seq) model. The engineering is 

totally founded on the consideration instrument 

comprising of Recurrent neural system of 

GRU(Gated Recurrent Unit) cells. Consideration 

component permits the decoder to go to various 

pieces of the source sentence at each progression 

of the yield age. For the age of reaction with a 

characterized specific feeling, three distinct 

components are gotten tied up with use. The 

qualities of the framework are as per the 

following:  

• Emotion Category Embedding: Different class 

of feelings are inserted into the framework as a 

vector. While the preparation of the framework, 

this vector will be found out by being feed to the 

decoder. The inserted feelings are not dynamic in 

nature rather they are totally static which 

implies that they won't change while the stream 

is on.   

• The GRU is the most fundamental cell 

engineering is a normal start to finish succession 

model, where the GRU is been utilized to be the 

essential cell and dependent on that we fabricate 

our decoder utilizing Recurrent Neural Network. 
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• We fabricate our encoder utilizing bi-

directional LSTM and link the cell state and 

shrouded state to be the contribution of decoder.  

• The consideration component is additionally 

incorporated to our framework. where in we 

remove the fundamental attributes of the 

sentences.  

• Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) plans to take 

care of the disappearing slope issue which 

accompanies a standard repetitive neural 

system. It can likewise be considered as a minor 

departure from the LSTM on the grounds that 

both are planned also and, at times, produce 

similarly. 

The login screen of ANIMO is shown as: 

 

Fig 5. Login Screen 

The credentials entry page for security and 

authentication purpose is shown as: 

 

Fig 6. Credentials entry page 

The feedback form which will appear at the end 

of the conversation is shown as: 

 

Fig 7. Feedback Form 

3. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

Chatbots have developed a great deal since 

past years and has been received by various 

individuals for taking care of their concern. 

They furnish and think of a completely new 

stage for the world and the individuals living 

in it by utilizing a trend setting innovation 

called 'Man-made brainpower'. Mental 

weight can be effectively taken care of and 

discharged by the Chatbots and it ends up 

being a partner by giving its convenience to 

the clients. Our chatbot, Animo, is one such 
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methodology.  It is critical to the young as the 

teenagers are generally influenced by the 

psychological weight issues and ends up 

being an incredible assistance towards such 

people(youngsters).  

The future extent of this task is principally 

centered around examining and investigating 

different enthusiastic lopsided characteristics 

looked by any human and what are the 

explanations for their passionate 

breakdowns. The outcome would be no not 

exactly a more joyful age. The idea of RNN 

can be utilized for usage of a conversational 

chatbot.  
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